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T he user interface for software has changed over the years. Early user interfaces were text based, and normally had a fairly simple interrogative style -prompting the user to provide needed information in a fixed order. The modern GUI provides for complex interaction between the user and the application, and often relies on shared concepts or metaphors.
GUI programming is about the conceptualization, design and implementation of that part of a software application which is concerned with user interaction.
How not to do GUI
I have decided to start with an example from here at NUS -the leave system for staff in the department. Notice the dates I have entered, and the error message 1 :
The question is ... what did I do next?
1 It says: "End date should be greater than or equal to start date".
What do we learn from this? I think two points stand out:
1. Try out your applications before delivering them.
2. Ensure that error messages are precise, and indicate the next step.
During this course, I hope to give useful examples of interfaces and techniques -but equally important is to see these poor examples -how-not-to-do things. How about this one:
Often a single poor example can remind you of things to avoid -a picture of a poor GUI reminding you of a whole range of things.
General rules of GUI
A key point to understand as we begin our investigation of GUI development is that effective GUIs owe more to effective psychology than to effective programming. A graphical user interface is not just windows, icons and so on -it also includes an abstract view -not visible, but understood by the user. A successful GUI will have no clash between this view of the user interface and the more concrete one involving icons, buttons and so on. The term ergonomics might be used here -we hope for a correlation between the physical and conceptual ergonomics.
Another key point is that humans are not equipped to handle multiple things at one time, and this leads us to try to keep interfaces simple and uncluttered.
Humans are particularly good at navigating systems which have some analogy to things they know -for example the use of the desktop metaphor is well established and works well in most cultures. Icons are also useful, but shouldn't be abused.
To summarize:
1. Ensure correlation between What-u-c and What-u-think 2. KISS
Analogy, metaphor and icons
Always remember to include the U in GUI.
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Do's and don'ts
The following tips are gleaned from various sources, and are provided to help you know what you should do with your GUIs:
Do follow standards -for example quit is the bottom item on the leftmost menu and so on. In general people prefer new applications to follow established standards.
Do be predictable and responsive -events should have an immediate response, and should operate in well understood and predictable fashion.
Do be flexible -the interface should admit a wide variation of allowable sequences, rather than forcing a particular ordering. An undo facility is often helpful here.
Don't forget the user -it is important to consider the pyschological, physical, and social attributes of people when designing user interfaces for them.
Don't forget the machine/environment -but watch for nasty implementation details showing up in user interfaces.
Dont assume things -like "the user will know how to ..." -provide informative help and clear actions.
Types of applications
Not all applications benefit from a GUI. Consider the area of embedded control systems (such as lift controllers, washing machine controllers) -these systems certainly have a user interface which requires careful design, but not necessarily a GUI. In this course, we will not consider this sort of interface.
However, there are many application areas that do benefit from a GUI:
Immersive applications: -games, medical imaging, avatar based CSCW and so on.
Office and business applications: -for use by anyone.
Interactive control systems: -flight systems, remote control and so on.
In addition, a newer application area involves the use of visualization to examine large data sets:
Data mining: -delving into some set of data.
Finally, there is the use of GUI in WAP enabled devices and on PDAs. This is a specialist topic, which will not be covered in this course.
Native environments/platforms
Early user interfaces were primitive things which barely disguised the underlying machinesnearly always text-based, and fixed in operation.
Contrary to popular public opinion, "Windows" is not the only GUI window system. The Macintosh system, and the UNIX X window system both predate Microsoft's GUI system, and each have interesting features that have yet to be added to "Windows". For example the UNIX X window system allows a clear separation between the display and the processing, whereas "Windows" display and processing must be on the same machine.
By far the most common GUI windowed environment on the desktop is the one found in Win95/98, and our programming API for it is known as Win32.
MacOS
It is interesting to see the development of the Macintosh window system from an early prototype in 1979 through to its current incarnation -MacOSX.
Note that this first prototype used folder tabs in a way that is no longer done, and did not appear to use icons. Within a year, the first commercial Macintosh system had the following interface:
Macintosh operating systems have a single user, single display orientation, although the latest version of the OS is built on top of a multi-user (UNIX) kernel. The latest version has some interesting features -most notable is the application docking bar magnification feature:
X
The X window system 2 is a sophisticated and well developed system which allows for multimedia software and hardware components to be distributed around a network. At its simplest level, it allows a program and its display to be on different computers.
The architectural view of X is a little peculiar. The designers view the display as central to the system, and the software running on the display is called the X-server:
From the diagram, we can easily identify three essential components of X:
1. The X server -providing the high resolution graphical display(s 3 ), keyboard and mouse.
2. The X protocol -providing standard communication methods between the distributed software components.
3. X clients -programs with graphical display output, running on (perhaps) many machines.
Win32
Win32 is the 32 bit successor of the Win16 API -the original Windows Application Programming Interface. Win32 is a generic name for 4 (slightly) different APIs -providing standard function calls for accessing the GUI, file system, processes and so on. The Win32 API on Win95 is a subset of those on WinNT, so applications written for Win95 should be portable to WinNT. The reverse is not always true, but most WinNT applications can run on Win95/98.
The normal way for you to access Win32 functions is by using a precompiled library from a C program. C programmers include a set of header files, and applications link at run time to the Win32 DLLs.
The API for Win9X has three sections: KERNEL: -the low level kernel services in user32.dll.
GDI: -Graphics Device Interface -drawing and printing in gdi32.dll.
USER: -User Interface controls, windows and messaging services in kernel32.dll.
In Windows NT these services are kernel calls.
Non-native environments/platforms
The following systems can be used to provide a consistent environment that is independant of the host operating systems: Java/Swing
Web browser interfaces Thin client systems
Each is discussed in turn in the following sections.
Java
Sun Microsystem's development of Java has always been done with portability issues in mind. The JVM (Java Virtual Machine) is available on all platforms, and runs reasonably well on them.
There are some unresolved issues -particularly in the areas of security, fonts and efficiency -for example the Blackdown distribution of Java for Linux is reputed to be about ten times slower than Sun's in some areas of its use.
However -despite this -it is relatively easy to write a portable application -for delivery either as an applet in a web page, or as a standalone application. The swing windowing toolkit is the Java API for GUI development.
The all-java standalone application shown above is used for automated laboratory assessment of programs.
Web browser interfaces
The first web servers provided static pages of hypertext and images, but fairly quickly, demand led to the specification of a standard for active page generation -known as CGI -the Common Gateway Interface.
CGI specifies how to pass arguments to a program on a server as part of the HTTP request. The program might then look up a database before generating some HTML to pass back to the browser. A CGI program can be any program which can accept command line arguments -Perl is a common choice for writing these programs.
You should be aware that poorly constructed CGI scripts can result in security problems for the server, and also that there is normally a process overhead for each script started. More recently there have been various other web/interface techniques -for example the use of:
1. Java applets, to allow processing at the browser, 2. PHP (a server-side, cross-platform, HTML-embedded scripting language), or 3. ASP (a scripting environment for Microsoft Internet Information Server in which you can combine HTML, scripts and reusable ActiveX server components).
In this course we will look at the use of Java in this role.
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Thin client systems
A relatively recent development involves moving the X-server (or equivalent) from the machine with the display to a larger machine, and then using a smaller computer to actually display the data. Here is a thin client written in Java, running as an applet in a web page:
Widget sets
One definition of a widget is: When we use different widget sets, our applications have a slightly different look-and-feel.
The following two screenshots are of the same application -the first linked with the Motif widget set, and the second with the Athena Widget set -notice the differences in the look of the two applications.
Motif:
Athena:
The ICS widget databook has a series of useful widgets to extend the basic Motif set, including ones for bar graphs and so on.
Summary of topics
In this module, we introduced the following topics:
Rules of GUI
Types of applications
Windowing/GUI environments Widgets Tutorial 1 -questions for week 1 (Jan 7-11, 2002)
Assignment 1 -design
In this assignment, you may work individually, or with one other student. The assignment is worth 10% of your assignment grade (3.5% of your final mark), and is due at 5:00 p.m. on Friday, 18th January, 2002 -please deliver to Hugh's room.
Task:
Identify a GUI application which you think you can improve.
Design an improvement.
State how you would test the improvement.
Deliverables:
A title page containing your name(s) and matriculation number(s).
A two to five page document containing -A description of the application -perhaps with screenshots.
-A description of that part of the application that needs improving, clearly stating why you think it needs to be changed. -A description of the improvement that you would make, clearly stating why you think this change would be better. -A testing methodology for the change that you want to make.
Note that this assignment does not require you to implement any change, just to describe one that you would make.
